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Sub :  Cambodia International Textile and Garment Industry Exhibition, Cambodia,  

           August 15-18, 2014. 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

 We are pleased to inform you that India Trade Promotion Organisation (ITPO) will be 

organising India’s participation in Cambodia International Textile and Garment Industry 

Exhibition at Diamond Island Convention and Exhibition Center, Phnom Penh, Cambodia from 

August 15 to 18, 2014. This event is largest market place for showcasing textiles, machinery 

and accessories not only in Cambodia but also in ASEAN Market. In the last edition, there 

were 9,320 trade visitors visited the show and most of them were impressed  by the professional 

atmosphere and the variety of industrial and textile machines displayed. 

 

This event will provide an excellent platform to Indian Companies to promote 

textiles/apparel machinery and accessories from India not only in Cambodia but also in the 

ASEAN Market. 

 

 The product profile includes : textile machinery & accessories, spinning machinery & 

accessories, looms, yarn processing machinery & accessories, weaving machinery & 

accessories, bleaching & washing machines, chemicals and dyes, steaming machinery, cloth 

processing machinery & accessories, embroidery equipment. knitting machinery, auxiliary 

equipment, testing equipment and controls, winding machines, textile screen printing 

machinery, apparel machinery & accessories, cutting & laying machines, knives/scissors 

grinding machines, garment accessories, ironing and steaming equipment, sewing machines & 

parts --- industrial & households, laundry machines & accessories, dry-cleaning equipment. 

 

The minimum size of booth would be 9 sq. mtrs., and the space can be booked in multiples 

thereof. ITPO would widely publicise the event and will also include the details of your 

company in the official fair catalogue. The rentals of the booth are being finalised but would 

be approximately Rs.10,000/- per sq. mtr. Kindly send us your space requirement in the 

application form (enclosed ) alongwith advance participation charges of Rs.50,000/- by 

Demand Draft drawn in favour of India Trade Promotion Organisation, New Delhi. 

 

Since we have limited availability of space, it would be appreciated, if you could confirm 

your space requirement immediately as space would be allotted on first-come-first served basis. 

For any further information, kindly contact : 

 

Ms.Sangeeta Sharma, 

Senior Manager 

Mobile No.9811444166 

Email :  sangeetasharma@itpo.gov.in 

 

Thanking you, 

 

Yours sincerely, 

(Sangeeta Sharma) 

Senior Manager 
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